
Capabilities

Seamlessly manage and route contracts for signatures
by integrating with DocuSign 

.
 
Auto-extract key contract data through AI for contract
analytics, reduced cycle time, and errors during
contract reviewal

 
View the Relationship Tree to show the entire hierarchy
and see where the current contract fits into the family
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Contract Intelligence: Better Investments
Our Contract Intelligence enables improved access to actionable data so your team can make more informed decisions

Confidence is knowing your contracts are being managed. Focus on what’s most important; your strategic objectives. Terzo’s Contract
Intelligence captures and extracts key contract metadata for practical use.

Terzo’s AI-Powered Contract Intelligence extracts important data providing you with an intelligent picture of: entities, products, key dates,
important terms, and renewal schedules to forecast spend. Achieve 0 missed renewals and 100% forecast spend accuracy.

Contracts are more than commitments, they are investments

Renewal Schedule - Improve negotiation planning with smart
alerting on upcoming renewals

Hierarchy - Link contracts to show logical hierarchies between
MSAs and sub-agreements

Centralized Repository - Increase visibility and utility of your
contract database

Commit-to-Actual Spend - Get alerts on overspend against
commitments

Stakeholder Mapping - Create stronger governance in your
supplier and contract execution

Forecasting- Produce accurate real-time forecasts

Benefits
Proactively manage contracts and never miss renewals

 

Contract Intelligence

About Terzo
Terzo empowers enterprises to unlock strategic opportunities hidden within their vendor ecosystems. Through its Vendor Relationship Management (VRM)
platform, enterprises gain insights that allow them to drive innovation, improve governance, increase collaboration and optimize performance. To learn more
about Terzo, request a demo at terzocloud.com.

The most embarrassing thing is to ask a vendor for
a copy of your own contract. With Terzo, we can
add our contracts at the time of execution, which
allows my team can focus on managing our most
strategic stakeholder and supplier relationships.

 
- CPO at Fortune 500 Financial Services

Company


